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In this Topaz Sharp AI review, we'll show you how to fix your smooth photos in an easy and efficient way. I'm sure you remember those old TV shows where the FBI used their secret and most advanced technology to identify the bad guys in a bad-quality image... now, this technology has been made
accessible to all, thanks to Topaz Labs! A basic understanding of the factors involved in sharpness in photography is essential to avoid any unwanted blurring or shakiness, but even the best photographers make mistakes. How many epic photos from your last trip did you delete because of bad focus? Is it
worth risking unhappy customers because you missed the moment, ending with stinted photos during the last photo shoot? Topaz Labs may have a savior for you, and that's Topaz AI. I tried to fix blurry images with different software before, and I almost gave up until I found Topaz. Our experience using
Sharpen AI to fix the snowy images could be succinctly summed up as jaw failure. The new version of Topaz Sharpen AI is intuitive and delivers amazing results. Thanks to Sharp AI, fixing and recovering from focus images has never been easier, and in this Sharp AI guide, I'll show you to do some magic
with this advanced software, regardless of where your software edityours, whether you use Sharpen AI as an independent version or as a plugin for Lightroom and Photoshop. Are you willing to recover and give blurry photos another chance? Continue reading to master Topaz AI Sharps and check out a
special AI Sharps discount just for you! What is Topaz Sharpen AI? Topaz Sharp AI is not only an excellent sharpening tool, but also an effective shaking reduction software. What is the difference between Topaz Sharpen AI and other anti-blur software? Artificial intelligence. Topaz Labs has been
developing the most advanced technology to help with post-processing photography since 2005. The implementation of artificial intelligence (AI) takes them one step ahead of their competitors. Their distinctive sign is their software to eliminate digital noise; If you struggle with digital noise in your photos,
you should definitely check out our Topaz DeNoise Ai tutorial! Topaz Labs are constantly improving their software, which is getting faster and better thanks to continuous AI improvements. A good example of this constant progression is Topaz's latest Sharpen AI update, which added selective adjustments
and batch processing. use Topaz Sharp AI - Sharp AI Tutorial This software might look daunting, but believe me: Topaz Sharp AI is certainly easy to use. In this section, you'll see, in a few simple steps, to use Topaz Sharpen AI: and install Topaz Sharpen AI: Go to topaz Labs and choose your operating
system. Topaz Sharpen AI supports both Windows and Macintosh. Download the installation file and run the installation process. This procedure may take some time due to downloads required to complete the installation. Once the previous process is complete, Topaz Sharpen AI independently will be in
your applications. Topaz Sharpen AI plugins for Photoshop and Lightroom will be added instantly. If not, you'll need to add them manually. Run Topaz Sharpen AI, sign in to your Topaz Labs account or try the free Sharpen AI trial for 30 days. The workflow recommended by Topaz Labs to take full
advantage of the images is to use Topaz Sharpe AI immediately after Topaz DeNoise AI, where the photos have some digital noise that you want to remove. If you don't need to reduce noise, run Topaz Sharpe AI after the usual basic adjustments (color profile, white balance, and goal profile correction).
Now, let's look in more detail at how to use Topaz Sharpe AI in its various versions: use Topaz Sharpne AI independent version This is a summary about to fix smooth photos using Topaz Sharpe AI: Run Topaz Shar on AI standalone version Open image/s Select a sharpmode Apply selective adjustments
Save new image/s with your favorite output options To dive deeper into this Topaz Sharpe AI standalone review, we are using this image of a green heron taken with a Sony A7II, 800mm, F11 ISO 6400, 1/800s. Green heron shot with a Sony A7II, 800mm – f11, ISO 6400, 1/800s To fix blurry photos
effectively, the first step is to carefully analyze the image to see what type of blur you've got on it. This way, it will be easier to know which of the ways you should use. If we zoom in, we can see that the image is clearly focused In this example, the bird is out of focus and we can't see any blurring of the
motion, so the right sharpness mode to use would be focus mode. There is also some digital noise, so following the workflow recommended by Topaz Labs, we need to use Topaz DeNoise AI first to fix this problem. This is the stand-alone Topaz Ascute AI: Topaz Sharp AI interface To start, open, or drag
the file/photo files to import into Sharp AI. The new update comes with batch processing, so you can open multiple images and apply the same settings afterwards to simplify the process. Open or drag file/file preview options In the upper-right corner, you'll find a menu bar with these tools: Mask Preview
Options is one of the new upgrades in this AI-cut update. Continue reading to see this tool works and you can deploy it in the workflow. If you click Original, you can switch between the original and the processed image. To change the mode view your photo and adjustments, you can select Single View,
Split View, and Side-by-side View. To analyze the processed image more accurately, zoom in on the images. On the right side of the software, you'll find the following Sharp AI settings: Sharpne AI main settings A browser with the zoom box you choose. Self-update preview: We recommend unchecking
this if you find the process too slow. You can click Update when you want to review adjustments. The main options for reducing blur The key to Topaz Sharpne AI is to correctly choose how to sharpen according to the type of blur you have in your photo. These are the three sharpness modes you can
choose from: Clarity mode: sometimes photos aren't blurry or unarranged, but they come out soft from the camera. Clarity mode helps you sharpen your images naturally without adding artifacts or halos, successfully improving the overall details in your photos. Stabilization mode: Use this mode when
photos are blurry due to camera movement or shaking. Understanding the exposure speed you need, depending on the subject and scene is important enough to avoid blur and shake camera. AI AI Stabilization Mode has been developed to reduce blur motion and confidence in me, the results are
incredible. Focus mode: Being out of focus is probably the most common problem in photography, so try staunging AI focus mode to correct images with this problem, especially with untended eyes. We recommend that you try all the ways of sharpness, checking the results, and seeing which one works
best in your image. Following our tests and practice, we have seen some cases of blur motion where the focus mode worked better than the stabilization mode and vice versa. Fix blurry images with Topaz Sharp AI in manual mode You can start correcting shakiness with Topaz Sharp AI using Auto mode
and switch to Manual to manually modify these three adjustments: Clarity: This tool helps reduce blurring in photos or sharpen them using Sharp mode. Try to keep values below 60-70 to avoid unwanted artifacts or halos. Suppress noise: To reduce the digital noise of your images, I highly recommend
using Topaz DeNoise AI beforehand, but if you want to use this tool, do not go further than 50. Add cereal: If you push the above adjustments too far, the images might look unnatural and washed. Adding cereal will help you recover a more authentic look. In most situations, your goal is to apply these
adjustments locally, and then the new masking tool is useful. In this case, we just want to recover the detail in the bird, so even if the software does a good detection job if the adjustments should be applied, you may want to mask some areas to remove the adjustment. After you can see below, the overall
adjustment works pretty well here, but there are some parts of the bird where the software is overdoing the discount, creating some artifacts as well in some areas of the background: Artifacts after pushing Sharp AI settings too far to masking in Topaz Sharp AI To activate this tool, click Masking and you
will find the following settings at the bottom : Sharpen the masking settings AI Sharp AI Masking Options may seem complex, but it is quite easy to understand; White=show, Black=skin. (It is easier to remember this with the adation White reveals, black hides). That way, if your Your. is completely black,
you won't see any changes in your image until you start painting white over the areas where you want to apply the adjustments. These are the brush settings for masking: Show/Hide: to paint in black or white and reveal or hide adjustments. Edge-Aware: The program will automatically detect the edges of
the items you are painting. Radius: to change the brush size. Molicity/Prag (when the edge is activated): to change the hardness of the brush. 0 is the heaviest and 100 soft. The threshold determines the size of the outer circle, so the software can automatically detect the edges. Opacity: to adjust
adjustments locally, varying opacity. Overlay: To display in red where the mask is applied. Mask Options: To complete, reverse, clear, or delete the mask. Mask Viewer: You can see the mask in black and white. After you have finished creating the mask, just click the apply mask button. This is the mask
we created in this case, varying the opacity in those areas where the adjustments created some artifacts and leaving the background black. Notice the red intensity varies depending on the opacity of the applied mask. The mask created to apply local adjustments only in our subject Now, let's see if Topaz
Sharp AI is worth it or not. There are 3 different versions of this image. In all this, the general reorientation of how Sharpen AI applied is Focus. However, We tried three different ways to reorient the image: 1. Sharpen the AI TEST: Using Topaz Denoise AI + Sharpen AI In the first scenario, we use Topaz
DeNoise AI to reduce digital noise before using Sharpe AI: Noise reduction on Topaz Denoise AI + Antiblur on Sharpe AI (Focus Mode) These are the settings applied after noise reduction with Denoise AI: Reorienting settings in Topas Sharpne AI 2. Sharp AI Test: Noise Reduction and Sharpness Using
Sharp AI In the second method, we reduce noise inside Topaz Sharpe AI: Noise Reduction + Reorientation on AI Sharp (Focus Mode) These are the settings applied to reorient and reduce noise directly in Sharp AI: Noise reduction and refocus settings in Topaz Sharpe AI 3. Sharpen the AI test: Applying
Local AI Sharpenwith Masking In the latter case, we apply the Local AI Sharp adjustments using the masking function: Refocusing AI + Masking on topic The best version is probably the most complex and boring: first going through Topaz DeNoise AI to reduce noise and then applying local adjustments
using a mask in Topaz Sharpe AI. The version that uses both noise reduction and focus in Topaz Sharpen AI also shows good results, but the adjustments were more discrete than usual, so the blur was not completely removed. Topaz Sharpen AI as a plugin for Lightroom fixing blurry photos in Lightroom
with Topaz Sharpen AI is the fastest and easiest way to recover blurry images. Lightroom is a beautiful piece of software for stun, stun, has its limitations. Without an external plugin, reducing blurring in photos won't be possible, and even if you can use the stun tool to stid your photos, it doesn't work for
fixing untapped images. To use Topaz Sharp AI in Lightroom, follow these steps: Right-click the picture you want to fix &gt; Edit in &gt; Topaz Sharp AI. Right-click in the selected image &gt; Edit in &gt; Topaz DeNoise AI If prompted, always edit a copy with Lightroom Adjustments. If prompted, always
edit a copy with Lightroom adjustments Check what type of blur you want to fix and choose Sharp mode. Create a mask to apply previous adjustments locally if necessary. Click Save and wait until the picture is processed and imported into Lightroom. To test the Topaz Sharpen AI plugin for Lightroom, we
selected an aerial photo taken during a flight over Iceland's glacial rivers. It was taken using a Nikon D800 at 40mm; f2.8, ISO 400 and 1/2000. Due to the wide opening used and the rapid movement of the plane, the photo is too soft and blurry in some areas. Air strike with a Nikon D800 at 40mm – f2.8,
ISO 400 and 1/2000 Due to the wide opening and rapid movement of the aircraft, the photo is soft and blurry In this case, we applied the shake reduction settings with the Topaz Sharpe AI plugin for Lightroom: Settings using Topaz Sharpe AI as a plugin for Lightroom And here you can see the results:
Sharp AI recovers the details and reorients the soft areas of the image At a glance, as soon as you zoom a little, you will see Sharp AI reduces the blur caused by the reduction of shaking. In this other culture of the same image, you can see the use of the Sharpen AI plugin in Lightroom allows you to
recover details in the soft areas of the image, would be the corners. Sharp AI recovers details and reorients the soft areas in the corners of the image Using Topaz Sharpe AI as a plugin for Photoshop Fixing blurry images in Photoshop with Topaz Sharpen AI is undoubtedly the best method. You can
easily deploy it in the workflow with multiple advantages. In my experience, in most cases, you will need to apply different values to certain areas, so creating layer masks in Photoshop with various settings is the only way to do this with the utmost precision. To fix blurry images in Photoshop with Topaz
Sharpne AI, follow the steps below: Duplicate the layer or create a smart object layer to apply nondestructive adjustments. Duplicate the layer or create a layer of smart objects so that the adjustment is not destructive Go to Filter &gt; Topaz Laboratories &gt; Topaz Sharp AI. Go to Filter &gt; Topaz Labs
&gt; Topaz Sharp AI and wait until the photo is processed and imported into Photoshop. In that case, I chose a panorama taken in Sydney. It consists of 7 vertical photos; the camera was placed on a fragile railing and one of the photos was quite blurry, after you can see here: Panorama composed of 7
vertical images One of the seven images was from so we'll try to fix it using Ai Ai's Ai As only one of the photos is blurred, we'll fix it using Topaz AI In Photoshop through stabilization mode, applying a layer mask to correct this area. Here are the settings used and the results at 200%: Stabilize the settings
with the Sharp AI plugin for Photoshop Image is perfectly recovered using The AI Stabilization Mode and now I can merge my Topaz Sharpen AI panorama before &amp; review During this Sharpen AI review Topaz, we walked through the process of how to use this software in the three different versions.
We have also covered three examples with quite good results. However, it is always good to see more cases because each scene and blurry photo is different. Below, you'll find some more examples of Topaz AI AI before and after. 1. Example - Topaz LABS ASCUTS AI for PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
In this example, the focus was correct, but I wanted to have extra clarity in the eyes and details, so I used Sharp AI Sharp module. Image sharpness using Sharp AI In this other case, after you can see, the image is out of focus in the most important element, the eyes, so I used Sharp AI Correction Focus
Mode to remove blur: Topaz SharpA Focus Correction before and after 2. Example - Topaz AI Sharps for Wildlife Photography In this AI Sharps before and after example, we applied Sharp AI Stabilization Mode to reduce the shakiness of the image: Topaz SharpA II Shake sample discount 3. Example -
Topaz AI Sharps for Astrophotography In this night shot, the stars were not 100% sharp because We used a higher exposure speed than we should have, so I decided to try to use Sharpen AI Stabilization Mode to recover details in the stars. Using Sharpen AI for astrophotography can improve the clarity
of stars 4. Example - Topaz Sharp AI for landscape photography In this example, a wave caused some blurring, so I used Sharp AI Focus Mode to recover details in the rock. Sharp AI shake reduction applied through focus mode Finally, we applied Sharp AI Sharpen mode to this series of waterfalls to
recover some original details and reduce the soft look: Sharp AI image sharpness to reduce the softness of the cornerstone image of Topaz Sharp AI is the variety of sharpness modes you can choose from. After you can see in these AI B/A examples, using Topaz AI For Wildlife Photography is a must. If
you capture soft photos directly from your camera, this software will also help to recover authentic details. Moreover, even if you want to film the Milky Way, Topaz Sharpen AI for astrophotography will recover the sharp stars you want to capture. My experience using Topaz AI My opinion after using Topaz
Sharpen AI for a while could be summed up in one word: revolutionary. I was able to recover photos from really special moments where I lost the accent or when my tripod was shaky, and I stopped blaming myself for not using a faster shutter faster when I should have. My real passion is shooting long
exposure photography, so I always deal with camera shakiness, especially when shooting seascapes/waterscapes, where the tripod is constantly hit by waves and currents. For this, Sharp AI has proven to be essential for recovering these blurry photos. Obviously, my goal is to always have a sharp photo
straight from my camera, but with reliable software, it would be Topaz AI, I always have a second chance if the wind, the sea, my shaky hands, or a wrong result focus in a blurry image. I normally use Topaz Sharpen AI as a Photoshop plugin, integrating into my workflow when needed, and it is by far the
greatest software to make a clear picture I've ever tested! Sharp AI was a revolutionary tool to fix the smooth images on my workflow Before I finish this Topaz Sharp AI review, let's look at the Pros and Cons of Topaz Sharp aI. Topaz Sharp AI revieW - Sharps of pro In summary, these are the major
advantages of using Topaz Sharps AI: Stunning blurry and out-of-focus fix results. Very simple to use with intuitive adjustments. The new update comes with batch processing, making the whole process faster. Based on artificial intelligence, so you can expect updates, regularly improving the results.
Topaz AI opinion – Sharp AI cons Even though Topaz Sharp AI results are impressive, in my opinion, there is still room for improvement. These are against Topaz AI: The Scuti's mode of slicing is not as effective as it could be. You can see unwanted artifacts that create an artificial look when adjustments
are overused. Topaz Sharp AI discount planning to give AI Sharps a try? You can use our Topaz Sharpne AI discount code to enjoy 15% discount on purchase. This is a great opportunity not only to buy Sharpen AI, but also to get Topaz Bundle with an extra 15% discount using our Sharp AI Promo Code
here. This way, you can use more top-notch software like Topaz Denoise AI to get rid of digital noise, Gigapixel, and Jpeg to Raw. Conclusion Topaz Labs has proven to be on another level with Topaz Sharpen AI vs. other images of sharpening software. Implementing artificial intelligence to repair blurry
or blurry photos is an incredible development, giving photographers the opportunity to take an extra step to get clear images. With this Topaz Sharp AI review, we encourage you to take this opportunity and save those images from your hard disk that you've thrown away because of focus or sharpening
issues. My experience these blurry images of Sharpen AI was quite satisfying and helped me recover the very special images I took years ago. However, Topaz Sharpen AI is not absolutely perfect, and still has room for improvement. Indeed, I'm sure we'll see them maintain pushing the boundaries of
artificial intelligence with new updates. I hope you find this Topaz Sharp AI tutorial useful and encourages you to take a stab at this Software. Also note that you can try AI Ads for free with a 30-day trial! Last but not least, don't forget to use our Topaz Sharpen AI discount code to get 15% discount on
purchase for a limited time only! Please feel free to leave us any questions or doubts in the comments below! Under!
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